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Abstract—Visual information is very important in human perception
of surrounding world. Video is one of the most common ways to
capture visual information. The video capability has many benefits
and can be used in various applications. For the most part, the
video information is used to bring entertainment and help to relax,
moreover, it can improve the quality of life of deaf people. Visual
information is crucial for hearing impaired people, it allows them to
communicate personally, using the sign language; some parts of the
person being spoken to, are more important than others (e.g. hands,
face). Therefore, the information about visually relevant parts of the
image, allows us to design objective metric for this specific case. In
this paper, we present an example of an objective metric based on
human visual attention and detection of salient object in the observed
scene.

Keywords—sign language, objective video quality, visual attention,
saliency

I. INTRODUCTION

THE recent century became a golden age in the area
of technical innovations. One of the most widespread

innovation is video in all its variations like cinema, television,
videoconference etc. For some groups of people the video
become important part of their lives, which can improves theirs
quality of life. One of these groups are deaf and/or hard of
hearing people.

Generally video consist from image and sound part. However
deaf people usually are not affected by sound, so the subjective
video quality evaluation can differ from hearing people. Also
purpose of the video in sign language differs as it is the equiv-
alent to sound channel in normal audiovisual recordings. In
comparison with hearing people, for hearing-impaired people
video quality means something different. It is very important
for them whether they are able to understand the meaning.

The main difference between the terms quality and intelligibil-
ity is that the term quality describes the appearance of decoded
video signal and the intelligibility is just one aspect of quality
saying if the received information gives any sense.

Our main aim is to find the objective metric at the pixel level
to evaluate the quality video signal quality encoded in various
bit-rates, to achieve full intelligibility of Slovak (or other) sign
language and finger alphabet.
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We decide to use visual attention method for detecting salient
parts of the processed video and subsequently use the obtained
information for new objective metric at pixel level.

This paper is organized as follows: The Sign Language and
Finger alphabet is discussed in section II. In section III., the
Intelligibility is described. In section IV., we describe objec-
tive methods for video quality evaluation for sign language.
Algorithms for recognition of different regions of interest are
described in section V. In section VI., are described reference
objective method. Section VII. focuses on Visual attention
approach. In section VIII., the paper presents the results via
evaluation of quality and section IX. concludes the paper.

II. SIGN LANGUAGE AND FINGER ALPHABET

Sign language is the primary communication tool deaf and/or
hard of hearing people. It has its own grammar and vocabu-
lary. Sign language is visual and spatial language which is
independent of spoken language. It uses three-dimensional
space (the sign space) for communication, which is defined
horizontally and vertically. However sign language similarly to
spoken language is not international, Slovaks used Slovak sign
language. In sign languages, there are two types of components
(parameters), which we can be analyzed [2]:

• manual parameters = location, handshape and movement
• non-manual parameters = facial expression, position of

eyes, head, upper body, mouth movement

The basic communication element is sign. It is given by
configuration (shape and placement) of the hands in the sign
space, by palm and finger orientation, and also by movement
of hand. To learn sign language it is necessary to have a
personal presentation or video presentation as even slight
difference in movement and location of the hand can change
the meaning. This is the reason why the quality of video in
sign language is very important.

III. THE INTELLIGIBILITY (RECOGNIZABILITY)

The intelligibility of the language (Z) can be defines as the
percentage of correctly received elements or parts of speech
(a) divided by their total number (b) [5]:

Z =
a
b
.100% (1)

Using the formula above, we can explore the intelligibility of
video recordings: sentence and word intelligibility using sign.
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IV. OBJECTIVE METHODS FOR EVALUATING VIDEO
QUALITY FOR SIGN LANGUAGE

In this paper, we propose content based objective metric for
evaluating video quality for sign language. Commonly the best
results in evaluating video quality are provided by subjective
methods. However in this specific case, this is not always
true. The volunteers are not able to rate the quality as they
do not know if they understand the sentence correctly, so the
results have to be reviewed by someone else. That is why
the subjective evaluation of quality is time consuming and
administrative difficult to ensure that all viewers have standard
viewing conditions according to ITU-T recommendations [3].
Due to this fact we have decided to design an objective content
based method for evaluating video quality.

In our method, the visual attention and semantic information
are used as a main criterion for quality evaluation. For
observers, different parts of the image are important with
different weights. The important parts are called salient regions
and they can bring important information to observer. Taking
into consideration the fact that the average human perceives
different parts of video in different way, we have preprocessed
the standard metrics PSNR, VQM [13] and SSIM [7]
using the content based algorithm. In this paper, we used
the algorithm that can detect salient regions of the considered
scene.

Our visual attention model detects regions of different color,
intensity and texture. As an semantic information, we used
skin detection. To demonstrate that our method provides reli-
able results, we chose another objective method as a reference
for comparison. Namely, we used PSNR, VQM, SSIM, 3-
component SSIM index presented in [8] and other content-
weighted video quality metrics presented in [1].

V. ALGORITHMS FOR RECOGNITION DIFFERENT REGIONS
OF INTEREST

In comparative methods (3NCC, 4NCC etc.) we used two
algorithms for recognition three and four different regions
of interest. The main aim was to adapt to human perceiving
quality as close as it is possible. That is why the algorithm
was used to preprocess the video sequence and prepared it
for quality evaluation made by mutual information. The first
of mentioned algorithm is able to divide frame into edges,
smooth region and texture region. It consists from following
steps [8]:

1) Compute the gradient magnitudes for reference and
distorted frame by using a Sobel operator.

2) Determine thresholds T1 and T2,where T1 = 0,12.gm and
T2 = 0,06.gm . Variable gm represents maximum gradient
magnitude value calculated from reference frame.

3) It this step each particular pixel is assigned to the three
different regions (edges, smooth region and texture) in
the following way:

• Pixel x(i, j) belongs to edge region if g(i, j)> T1 or
ĝ(i, j)> T2 .

Fig. 1. Masks for 25th image taken from the original video and decoded
video using h.264, QP30: a) three regions, b) four regions (image intensity:
smooth 255, edge 0, texture 128, edge change 200)

• If condition g(i, j) < T2 or ĝ(i, j) <= T1 is met
consider pixel x(i, j) as a part of the smooth region.

• If the pixel x(i, j) does not meet any of above
criteria, it is part of the texture region.

4) After each pixel is assigned to the particular region,
every pixel is weighted according to the region where it
belongs.

The g(i, j) is value of gradient magnitude of pixel at position
(i, j) in original frame and ĝ(i, j) stands for gradient magnitude
of pixel at position (i, j) in distorted frame.

The second algorithm used for preprocess video sequence is
able to divide video frame into four different region i.e. edge,
smooth region, texture and changed edge. The steps are quite
similar to the previous version of algorithm with three ROIs
but there are some significant modifications [14]:

1) Compute the gradient magnitudes for reference and
distorted frame by using Sobel operator. This step is
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similar to previous algorithm.
2) Determine thresholds T1 and T2, where T1 = 0,12.gm and

T2 = 0,06.gm. Variable gm represents maximum gradient
magnitude value calculated from reference frame. This
step is similar to previous algorithm.

3) Assign each particular pixel to four different regions
(edges, smooth region, texture and changed edge). Con-
ditions for assigning the pixel to regions differs from
previous algorithm:

• If g(i, j)> T1 and ĝ(i, j)> T1 consider pixel x(i, j)
as a part of edge region.

• Pixel x(i, j) belongs to changed edge region if
the value of gradient magnitude meet conditions
(g(i, j) > T1 and ĝ(i, j) <= T1 ) or ( ĝ(i, j) > T1
and g(i, j)<= T1 ).

• If g(i, j)< T2 and ĝ(i, j)> T1 consider pixel x(i, j)
as a part of smooth region.

• Otherwise pixel x(i, j) belongs to texture region.
4) After each pixel is assigned to the particular region,

every pixel is weighted according to the region where it
belongs.

In Figure 1 b) masks for 25th image from original and coded
tested video sequence are shown. For coding h.264, QP30
coder was used. In the experiment follow settings were used:
edge = 0.7, smooth = 0.6, texture = 1 and edge change = 0.2.

VI. REFERENCE OBJECTIVE METHOD

The reference objective method was proposed in [5]. It was
used for examining the sentence intelligibility (as used in
telephonometry for speech sentence articulation) with use of
subjective ACR method (full categorical evaluation). It leans
on the respondent’s ability to rewrite the sentence which
was presented in the Slovak sign language into the Slovak
language. The main criterion of reference method was to
consider if the sentence is correct.

The quality scale has four different numerical values and their
representative descriptions. This quality scale is shown on
following table:

TABLE I
PROPOSED POTING OPTIONS FOR SENTENCE INTELLIGIMILITY TESTING

1 Completely understandable
2 Partially understood, but understood the content
3 Partially understood, but misunderstood the content
4 Not understandable

The main disadvantage of the reference method is that the
criteria for evaluating video quality allows to consider sentence
as correct in many cases where the sentence should look very
different as there is some natural variability in translation from
and to the sign language. The way how the reference method
evaluates quality is not very usable for the system in which
the evaluation of the quality is needed in the real time.

VII. VISUAL ATTENTION APPROACH

Attention is the process of concentrating on specific features
of the environment, or on certain thoughts or activities. It has
a large effect on what we are aware of, on perception, on
memory, on language, and on solving problems [9]. Visual
attention is the ability of a vision system to detect salient
objects in an observed scene. Human visual system is sensitive
to features like changes in color, shapes, intensity etc.

In past few years, a lot of different visual attention models
were proposed. They use different features for detecting salient
regions in scene, such as color, intensity, orientation, texture,
etc.

For an observer, the important changes are in low level
features, but from semantic point of view we are interested
in detecting faces, humans, text etc. For the sake of our
research we have decided to use model presented in [10],
which is based on Hu’s approach [11]. Hu’s approach is
based on detecting three features: color, intensity and texture.
This model uses local context information to suppress spurious
Attention Regions, while simultaneously enhancing the true
Attention Regions. This is useful to capture visual attention
in images containing small objects, but it fails in images
containing faces, as it is not able to detect faces as salient
objects.

This problem is solved in [10], where face detection is used
as an additional attention cue. This particular model uses four
features (color, intensity, texture, face detection) and their
combination.

The model has three main parts:

• creation of contrast maps for color, intensity, texture and
map for skin detection

• creation of map for suppression factor
• creation of saliency map

Creation of contrast maps

The detailed process of creating the texture map is described
in [11].
Local context suppression strategy for adaptive combination
of multiple attention cues like intensity, color and texture is
describe here. Consider an image divided into blocks, called an
Attention Patches, each containing p× q pixels. The contrast
of particular feature at a patch centered at (i, j) is calculated
as

FV (i, j) =
1
N ∑

u,v
|MF(i, j)−MF(i+u, j+ v)|, (2)

where MF(i, j) is the mean of the feature in patch (i, j) and N
is the number of patches in its neighbourhood. The contrasts
at patch (i, j) for n features/attention cues are normalized to
lie between [0,1]. Each patch is now represented by the n
dimensional feature contrast vector which is compared with
other feature contrast vectors in its neighbourhood and its
contrast measure is suppressed if the patch and its neighbours
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Fig. 2. Image taken from the experiment: a) original b) saliency map c)
product of the original image (only Y canal from YUV color space) and the
saliency map.

are ’similar’. This similarity is estimated by the variance of
data along eigen vectors of an n× n covariance matrix. This
matrix is formed from the feature contrast vectors at a patch
(i, j) and its neighbourhood. The eigenvalues λ̄ of this matrix
represent the extent of similarity or dissimilarity among the
attention cues. For example a large eigenvalue indicates large
variance along the direction of its corresponding eigen vector,
which implies higher discriminating power [11].

On account of semantic amount of human faces and hands (in
our testing data), we decided to replace face detection feature
with skin detection feature. Skin color distribution used in this
paper is modeled using a single 2D Gaussian distribution [12].

Suppression factor

The suppression factor SF for patch (i, j) is obtained as
τ(i, j) =∏p

u=1 λ̄u , where the λ̄u’s are sorted in ascending order
and the parameter p controls the degree of suppression. For
obtaining the saliency S(i, j) for patch (i, j) the multiple at-
tention cues are linearly combined and the result is modulated
by the SF as

S(i, j) = π(i, j)×
k

∑
u,v

FVu(i, j), (3)

The product of the combined map and the SF yields the final
saliency map which contains the true Attention Regions. In
the combined map there are spurious attention regions. Us-
ing Suppression Factor, these regions have been successfully
removed [11].

Saliency map

To get the saliency map, we need to combine maps for features
together. As a first step of feature combination, we sum
together and normalize three contrast maps (color, intensity,
texture) to get the Combined map. We derive the suppression
factor by building up the suppression map from the three
previously mentioned contrast maps. We combine Combined
map with the skin detection map to get the suppression factor.
Suppression factor is a map consisting of darker regions
representing high suppression factor and brighter regions rep-
resenting low suppression factor, i.e. brighter regions are more
significant than darker regions. Consequently we multiply this
suppression map with Combined map. Using this process we
have constructed final Saliency map for input image [10].

In Figure 2 b), we can see the results of the saliency map
applied to the input image Figure 2 a). The darker regions
represent less important parts of the image, the brighter ones
the important parts; values are normalized to the 0-1 interval.
We combined the saliency map with the Y canal from the
YUV color space to get the final image, see Figure 2 c). It is
easy to see that our method suppresses less important features
of the input image, and focuses on the significant parts, as
desired.

Using this approach, we can divide the image information into
256 importance groups and use them for further utilization.
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Fig. 3. 25th picture taken from the experiment: a) Original image; H.264 decoded frame with parameter: b) QP=30 c) QP=35 d) QP=40 e) QP=45 f) QP=50

VIII. EVALUATION OF QUALITY

Saliency regions detected by visual attention model give us
information about important parts of the observed scene. The
main goal of the proposed method is to design an objective
method based on visual attention.

Results were obtained via processing of multiple video pre-
views with different example phrases in Slovak sign language.
The original input footage was examined in three speed
variations - slow, normal and fast. For the experiment, the
standard video format of 352x288 pixels per frame with 25
frames per second was used. Subsequently, these recordings
were encoded by H.264 codec with various bit rates (QP =
30, 35, 40, 45, 50 that correspond to rates from 87 to 18 kbps
respectively).

Each video sequence was shown to the group of 14 hearing
impaired observers independently. Every observer stated, what
was understandable for him. Afterwards, one independent
observer evaluated the intelligibility of this video according to
the Table I. For each QP was compute average intelligibility.
Later it was used as an reference objective criterium for real-
time objective methods, using Pearson’s correlation.

Results from objective methods were processed according to
[6]. The score of particular objective metric was calculated
for each frame in every video sequence. Afterwards, the
mean values were used for correlation coefficients calculation.
The Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient was calculated to

describe the relations between the metrics and the model
accuracy.

For comparison, our results were tested using the VQM, SSIM
and 3SSIM and other metrics, such as: 3 and 4 - normalized
cross-correlation measure (3NCC, 4NCC), 3 and 4 - angular
distance (3ANG, 4ANG), 3 and 4 - moments of angle (3MOM,
4MOM). Our method is marked as SPSNR, SSSIM, SVQM
respectively.

For SSIM1, we decided to use the Attention Patches containing
2×2 pixels. For SSIM2, we used the Attention Patches with
8×8 pixels.

Results for Pearson’s correlation between intelligibility and
other different metrics are shown in Table II. Results are listed
in descending order by successfulness.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have described the technique of real-time
evaluation of the sentence intelligibility in gesture sign lan-
guage, and we have also presented the obtained results. We
focused mainly on the sentence intelligibility, where (under
certain assumptions) it is possible to guess the missed words
from the context.

In this paper is shown that the increasing number of weight
per pixel gives better results than 3SSIM. We have formulated
this argument for this specific video category. It would be
very interresting to analyze the results of this method for other
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TABLE II
PEARSON’S CORRELATION COEFFICIENT FOR EVERY OBJECTIVE

METRICS

Objective metric Pearson’s correlation Order
PSNR 0,91 13
SPSNR 1 0,91398 11
SPSNR 2 0,910857 12
SSIM 0,964678 7
3SSIM 0,93052 9
SSSIM 1 0,97869 2
SSSIM 2 0,976388 3
VQM 0,97624 4
SVQM 1 0,98447 1
SVQM 2 0,97434 5
3NCC 0,8403617 16
3ANG 0,907904 14
3MOM 0,9515367 8
4NCC 0,8141467 15
4ANG 0,924125 10
4MOM 0,9664193 6

different video input. We assume, that this method would be
effective for any types of sign language communication (e.g.
MAKATN), and in the video communication of the entire
population, as well.

In our next work, we will further investigate the methodology
of evaluating the quality of video signals based on logatom
recognizability for one - handed double-handed finger alpha-
bets.
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